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ABSTRACT
We select clothes that we’re purchasing and wearing according to the meaning we believe them to have, or
the messages we believe them to send. But what are psychological consequences of clothing, and how does
clothing express something about the user? To assess the state of knowledge about the communicative nature
of fashion, the aim of this review was to provide a concise and succinct literature overview of over twenty
empirical studies of the above-mentioned concept. The psychology behind clothing is classified into 3 thematic
categories in this paper: a) the meaning of colors in clothing psychology; b) the socio-psycological impact of
clothing; and c) gender (in)equality regarding clothing. Finally the last chapter brings a concise study of a
few recent fashion shows, brands and trends. It is doubtless that both clothing and appearance serve as an
important socializing influence and a form of communication.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
In early civilizations, the key purpose of clothing was to keep us warm and relatively dry. In the 21st century
we should be aware that protection is only one function of clothing (along with identification, modesty,
status and adornment). This means that clothing allows people to be recognized as members of a specific
group; it covers the body in a proper way; shows position or rank within a group; and it helps people express
their uniqueness and creativity.
In many societies, dress sense embodies personal wealth and taste, and this was specially noticeable in the
past. George Taylor demonstrated this most vividly with the Hemline Index – a theory presented in 1926.
Taylor noted that as a country enters recession, women often show a preference towards longer dresses.
On the other hand during times of prosperity, the opposite result can be seen – hemlines (the level of the
lower edge of a garment such as a skirt, dress or coat) often become shorter [1].
Our dress sense is quite important to our reputation, because the clothes we wear send powerful signals
to our peers and strangers, projecting the self image of us that we want to display. Any artefact placed on
the body takes on social meaning in relation to its wearer [2]. Clothing serves an important socializing influence and acts as a symbol of social status and identity [3]. It also plays a crucial role in the identity politics
of urban societies.
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From the perspective of fashion, clothing is our first social interface. Clothing functions as an important and
necessary social tool that interfaces our bodies with society [4]. Through clothing we inform others of our
personal and collective affinities. Clothing can signal many aspects of a person’s social identity including
socio-economic status, gender, religion, and occupation. Doctors, nurses, soldiers, police and military men,
postmen, judges, priests (...) are all identified and called upon by their attire.
As soon as clothes are put on the body, they can influence one’s mood [5]. It has been documented that
individuals reinforce their mood and express their feelings through their clothing [6]. Also, clothing reflects
the self — the identity, the material practice we engage with in daily life [7,8]. One’s wardrobe is known to
be an extension of the diverse aspects of one’s beliefs and constructs social identity [9,8].
To understand what fashion communicates via person perception, it is important to consider the content
of person perceptions. This topic has been studied in the context of general person perceptions, not necessarily those conveyed by fashion [10]. This paper examines and reviews an interdisciplinary, conceptual
framework – study of clothing behavior, based upon a synthesis concepts from cognitive social psychology
and symbolic interactionism. However, complexity in terms of the interdisciplinary nature of this area is
not shown in detail in this review.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Meaning of Colors in Clothing Psychology
Color is critical to creating attractiveness or unattractiveness. In today’s society both genders use color to
enhance their visual and aesthetic appearance. The use of color has become an important expression of
who we are, how we feel and what we believe.
From the Renaissance period, the color of clothing became more important. Certain colors were only to be
worn by the upper classes and royals. Medieval Europeans developed sumptuary laws that allowed only the
nobility to wear costly colors such as purple that was extracted from Mediterranean seashells [11]. These
defined those who could wear certain colors, the amount of color allowed and when the color could be
worn [12]. The color developed deep symbolic meaning indicating the individuals’ cultural learning, place
in the social hierarchy and economic status [13].
Color is a critical cue for sexual signaling, but what the preferred colors actually are in humans, is difficult
to predict. Human vision and perception contributes to how a color appears to the individual. Perception
is unique to each individual and is constantly changing due to the influence of a range of variables. No two
people see color or experience its effects in the same way, so color provokes different responses according
to various situations. The use of color is important in improving one’s aesthetic character. Women choose
those colors that they perceive to be more „seductive“[14].
Many studies have been carried out on color preference phenomena, in which the aim was towards determining population preferences. Jastrow carried out one of the earlier documented studies of color preferences, in 1893, at the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago. 4556 visitors were asked to vote for their
single favorite color out of a set of 12 paper rectangles varying in their color. The more preferred colors were
blue, red, light blue and blue-violet. The less popular colors were orange, yellow-orange, and red-orange
[15]. In a study by Guilford [16], the results showed that greens and blues were preferred while yellow and
yellow-green were the least favored colors. Lind conducted a study on 138 university students to determine any preference in clothing colors. Purple-blue and blue clothing colors were preferred and the least
preferred clothing colors were yellow-red and green-yellow [17].
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Roberts, Owen & Havlicek [18] investigated attractiveness judgments of both sexes by contrasting attributions based on six different colors. They took digital photographs of ten male and ten female participants
while wearing t-shirts of six different colors: red, black, blue, green, yellow and white. Analyses confirmed
significant effects of color in both comparisons. Raters awarded highest scores to images in which targets
wore red or black. They found that clothing color affects ratings of attractiveness. Their results showed
that females are influenced by clothing color in judgments of male attractiveness, and that they are thus
sensitive to color cues in social contexts. It has been suggested that such functional responses to color,
particularly to the color red, may also influence perception of individuals when they wear different colored
clothing (for a review, see [17]). Wearing red is associated with success in both individual combat [19] and
team sports [20], and in multiplayer computer games [21].
Frank & Gilovich [22] showed that an individual’s behaviour can be influenced by the colour of their clothing
only. In their experiment they manipulated the colour of the subjects’ uniforms (black or white). Results
showed that subjects who wore black uniforms were more aggressive than their white counterparts. Adams
& Osgood [23] concluded that black is seen, in almost all cultures, as the colour of evil and death. Vrij [24]
conducted two experiments to investigate the impact of black clothing on impression formation. Results
revealed that black clothing evokes negative impressions. Offenders and suspects made a more aggressive impression when they wore black clothing than when they wore light clothing. Moreover, the offender
dressed in black evoked the most irritation, and the suspect dressed in black made the most guilty impression. Of course it would be premature and hasty to conclude that black clothing would evoke negative
impressions in all circumstances. However, previous mentioned findings strengthen Frank and Gilovich’s [23]
conclusion that black clothing is likely to evoke negative impressions in situations that possess elements of
competition, confrontation and physical aggression.
The psychological impact of clothing color is noticeable also in animals. Putman [25] quantified the effects
of four T-shirt colors on flight initiation distances (FID) and on the ease of capture in western fence lizards
(Sceloporus occidentalis). The research was based on the assumption that animals will have the greatest
tolerance to the color of a T-shirt that is their sexually appealing color. T-shirts that were used in this study
were dark blue, blue, gray and red. Quantitatively, the two blue T-shirts (dark blue and blue) resemble more
to the lizards’ throat and abdominal patches. Reduced escape occurred most often under the dark blue
treatment, facilitated easy capture of lizards, and suggests that they might have a preferential bias toward
this color [26].
The color, style and texture of personal aesthetics express a position with respect to gender, ethnicity, race,
class, nationality, religion, sexuality, and age. People use color to express their social identity, hierarchy,
emotions, political leanings, personal identity, self-image, and aesthetic tastes [12,27,28,]. Clothing color
conveys values, attitudes, personalities, and tendencies towards conformity or individuality [27].

The Socio-psycological Impact of Clothing
An individual’s body image play an important role in clothing preferences and attitudes [29]. Clothing is an
extended dimension of one’s bodily self [30] and is used to change the appearance of the body [31]. Reed
[32] found that an individual’s clothing style is influenced by aspects of selfconcept such as identity, value,
attitude, and mood. Sontag and Lee [33] recognized the importance of body image in relation to clothing
and included a body image dimension in the Proximity of Clothing to Self scale. They stated that body image
may affect clothing behavior and clothing may affect body image and self-feelings. Thus, how we perceive
our bodies can affect how we use clothing.
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Research using clothing as a variable has indicated that discordance between attire and verbal message [34]
or between attire and role/stereotype [35,36,37] can result in less positive judgments by a perceiver. Thus
from a cognitive approach, clothing or other appearance cues are viewed as stimuli that may be selected
by a perceiver in order to undertstand an observed person.
Formal clothing is often worn to follow norms [38]. Wearing formal clothing is associated with perceptions
of more professionalism but also less approachability [39,40]. Wearing formal clothing is related to psychological formality and social distance, whereas casual clothing is related to intimacy and familiarity. People
who wear formal clothes describe themselves as more competent and rational [38]. As formal clothing
is associated with enhanced social distance, Slepian proposes that wearing formal clothing will enhance
abstract cognitive processing.
Gurney et al. [41] confirmed that competency ratings of individuals vary by their posture [42,43,44] and their
attire [45,46]. In their study they also confirmed an interaction effect of posture and clothing by showing
that perceptions of people in different attire can be altered by the posture they adopt while wearing it.
They report that both men and women benefit from dressing smartly and adopting a neutral posture when
doing so.
Howlett et al. [47] coducted a study by photographing models in realistic settings and by manipulating an
additional independent variable — a camisole. In their study of subtle clothing changes, participants rated
women as less competent when their blouses were unbuttoned as compared to buttoned. Women who
appear „sexy” are judged as less competent, less intelligent, and less moral than those who dress „appropriately” [48,49]. Their research shows that women in provocative clothing are rated as less competent.
Whereas it is clear that dressing provocatively can indeed have negative consequences, these findings
suggest that the right combination of clothing can also project power.
Women’s use of high-heeled shoes is a prevalent phenomenon in both developing and modernized societies [50,51]. In the United States alone, over $8,000,000,000 is spent annually on high-fashion footwear
[52]. However, despite the widespread prevalence of high heels, the reasons why women wear high heels
are not well understood. Lewis et al. [53] study provides evidence of high-heeled shoes’ concurrent effects
on women’s lumbar curvature and attractiveness, and reveal a precise, lumbar curvature-dependent effect
of high heels on women’s attractiveness. This study along with some other studies that employed distinct
methods shows that when women wear high heels, their lumbar curvature increased and they were perceived
as more attractive.
One very visible component of police identity is the police uniform. Previous studies have shown that police
uniforms can induce feelings of safety in those around the uniformed person [54]. Other research show
that uniforms are associated with the perception of increased competence, reliability, intelligence, helpfulness, status, and authority [55,56,57,58]. Civile & Obhi [59] investigated the question of whether the police
uniform itself might induce a bias in social attention. Their results demonstrate that wearing a police-style
uniform may induce a kind of „status-profiling” in which individuals from low-status groups become salient
and capture attention.
Individuals have been found to be more aggressive when wearing a black sports kit [24] or a hood and cap
[60], while women are less aggressive when wearing a nurse’s uniform [61]. These observations can be
explained through the concept of enclothed cognition, a term proposed by Adam & Galinsky [62]. Enclothed
cognition is the phenomenon of people adopting the traits and properties they associate with the clothes
they wear. Forsythe [63] found that participants judged women to be more forceful in job interviews and
were more likely to recommend them for hiring when they were dressed in a more masculine style (a navy
suit) compared with a more feminine style (a beige dress).
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Gender (In)equality Regarding Clothing
Many studies on fashion and clothing for older people have considered only female participants. Studies on
men’s fashion are typically limited, and those on fashion for older men are even more so, because fashion
and clothing are culturally considered to be feminised. However, additional studies on menswear clothing
and modern masculinity have indicated that men should be studied as a part of fashion [64,65]. Modern
men of all ages are at present more interested in fashion, and studies on menswear should be viewed in a
more positive light as those concerning womenswear [66].
Contrary to commonly held beliefs, men have been shown to be often more self-conscious than females
with regards to their personal dress sense and the way in which they are viewed in public [67]. Therefore, we
need to understand the significance of clothing choices regardless of our gender. Whether you are male or
female, your fashion choices can affect both your self image, the impression that you convey to others and
in turn, the way in which people behave towards you. They can influence everything from the outcome of a
sports match [19], to an interviewer’s impression of your ability to perform effectively in a job position [63].
Chowdhary [68] and Spruiell & Jernigan [69] have found that both older men and women are attracted to
stylish clothing that fits them well, makes them feel well-dressed, and looks current. Fit and price are major
attributes for garment purchases by older people [70]. Holmlund et al. [71] indicated that older women
prefer fabrics with good quality, good finish, a loose and comfortable fit, an elastic band in the waistline,
natural fibres, elasticity, and suitability for their shape as well as breathable fabrics.
Study by Au, Lam & Ho [72] examines the psychological dimensions of older men and women in terms of
fashion involvement and clothing needs, design preferences, and views and experiences when choosing
fashion in Hong Kong. Older men had a significantly lower preference for certain eye-catching vibrant
colours, but they welcomed subtle colours such as black, white, and blue. Older women tended to look
for multiple functions in fashion, they were not concerned with being noticeable, because they preferred
red and warm colours over dull colours such as black and white. Older males were more concerned with
comfort compared with older women. Regarding the experience of older people making fashion choices,
older women exhibited significantly more difficulties buying clothes because of a changing body figure, and
experienced a stronger need for a new size specification for fashion compared with older men.
The clothing style of each professional has an important impact on presentation, credibility and appearance. Hartmans et al. [73] conducted a study whose aim was to investigate the influence of the general
practitioners attire on the confidence that patients have in their practicioner as a medical expert. Participants completed a survey after seeing images of six models of three different age categories (25-35 / 35-50
/ >50), each in five different clothing styles (leisure clothing, casual, semiformal, formal and professional).
The study found that patients have the most confidence in a female doctor wearing a white coat, and the
age of the female doctor did not affect this preference. As regards the male doctor, there was a preference
for semi formal attire: in both the younger doctor, as the middle-aged doctor. This study showed a clear
influence of the GP’s attire on the patient’s confidence in the GP as a medical expert. The gender of the
physician played a role: patients had most confidence in a female GP when she wore a white coat, while the
male young and middle-aged practitioner was trusted when presenting in semiformal attire.
Through an analysis of awards, canons, and evaluative discourses, Stokes [74] article has shown how gender
and sexuality shape symbolic success in fashion design. Gay male designers receive more prestigious awards
and their names appear more often in elite design canons. Stokes study analyzed canonizing lists of elite
designers and award recipients, and conducted a qualitative content analysis of 157 entries in Voguepedia
(a canon of elite designers) and 96 articles from broader fashion media. Stokes found that men, most of
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whom are publicly identified as gay, are canonized and awarded more than women, and that commonly
used discourses of value and legitimacy construct a gendered image of the ideal cultural producer.

The Psychology of Clothing as Shown by Most Influential Fashion Brands Today
Insights from psychology suggest that our feelings and identities may have a great influence on which brands
we choose. Psychology concepts that might explain what makes us love brands are emotional decisionmaking and identity formation [27]. What we choose to wear, has become a statement, and fashion has
become all about the alter ego – who do I want to be today.
Every quarter, fashion search platform Lyst analyses the behaviour of more than five million online shoppers
to determine the most influential brands and products. Lyst takes into account data from its own search
engine and Google, as well as engagement statistics, conversion rates and sales worldwide to form its quarterly Index. In the second quarter of 2018 Gucci reclaimed the top spot on the list, while Vetemants took
sixth place. In the same data report Supreme’s logo has been voted the most powerful in the world. It’s not
a suprise these brands show up at the top of the list, since they are reflecting modern society and tackling
it’s issues concerning gender, age and social status (aforementioned and discussed concepts) in their own
„true to brand” way which results in unique and genuine identity.
Gosha Rubchinskiy, Demna Gvasalia, Vejas Kruszewski, to name but a few, make the kind of clothes many
would call „ugly”, but fashion houses seem to appreciate them. Gosha Rubchinskiy has become the face of
a new generation of Russian youth and a global fashion phenomenon. His aesthetics takes influence and
inspiration from the fall of the Iron Curtain, Russian street, and youth culture of his home country. With
Gosha Rubchinskiy fashion stopped showing only a highly luxurious and flashy image of itself. Suddenly
aesthetic standards have changed. For him glamour is a parody. His garments are everywhere from highend boutiques to street style galleries. Rubchinskiy’s collections bring something to the fashion-streetwear

Figure 1. Gosha Rubchinskiy Spring/Summer 2018 Collection
Source: https://fgukmagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/gosha-rubchinskiy-spring-summer-2018-lookbook-4.jpg
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genre that we’ve never seen before, and it is indisputable that his approach to fashion is different from the
ones we are used to. All his models are chosen on street casting. His shows are held in alternative locations such as the Orthodox Church, the basketball court, bus station... For several seasons, he collaborates
with a Moscow musician who performs under pseudonym Buttechno. Every season he creates a different
sound depending on the mood and atmosphere of Rubchinskiy’s collection. Comme des Garçons distributes his collections at Dover Street Market in London, and his collections routinely sell out – for example
Spring/Summer 2016 Collection was sold out within two days. The production is led by Comme des Garçons,
which makes Rubchinskiy able to produce the highest quality jackets and the finest knitwear, but he does
not want it. He chooses to produce and sell sportswear with allusions of Russia. While it is possible to ask
what are the elements that stand out Gosha from other designers, and how can we justify and explain the
hype for his clothing, it should be clear that street clothing always carries a certain message and Rubchinskiy knows this well.
Demna Gvasalia is another Russian designer who is shaping global fashion industry at the moment. He is
founder of Vetements – the French fashion house, created by the collective of 16 designers, that today is
among the most lauded labels around. At first glance, Vetements looks like the rare example of an overnight success story in fashion. Demna Gvasalia – the seemingly public face of the brand studied at the
Royal Academy of Art in Antwerp and worked as senior womenswear designer for Maison Martin Margiela.
Currently he is the creative director at French luxury house Balenciaga. The essence of Balenciaga has always
been about forward-thinking, and that’s in a way what Demna has done, especially through a continuation and a development of the aesthetic he has coined within Vetements. Vetements is a recent fashion
phenomenon; their research largely consists out of information from the Internet – a lot is directly pulled
from social media like Facebook, and there is lots of sociological research involved. Vetements streetwear
feels revolutionary because it is democratising and open. Reviewers for some venerated publications –
Vogue, The Times, Washington Post – have declared Vetements the house to breathe new life into fashion.
Luxury vendors who stock the collection – Net-A-Porter, Browns Fashion, Matches and so forth – indicate
that it sells very well. With items like an $885 Leo DiCaprio hoodie and deconstructed jeans in the $1000plus range, the brand manages to sell out of inventory each season. They sell DHL T-shirts for $330 while it
is possiblle to request one from the de facto delivery service for $14.99.

Figure 2. Collaborative fashion item from DHL X Umbro
Source: https://inmotion.adrivo.com/images/870/uploads/content/2017/03_Fashion/vetements-hong-kong-pop-up-18.jpg
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A similar approach of the garments production to aforementioned is also noticeable within Supreme. In
1994, Supreme opened as a skate shop in lower Manhattan, and the shop started making T-shirts in small
runs; then hoodies and sweaters; then shoes in collaboration with Nike and Clarks, coats with The North
Face and Stone Island, hoodies with Comme des Garçons and jeans with A.P.C. Majority of its customers
were people in the skateboarding community and young adults. Their initial price range was affordable for
the quality of the products they were producing. What drove the prices up was the resell market for skate
paraphernalia. Today every time Supreme releases new stuff at its ten stores across Europe, America and
Japan (which is every Thursday from the start of each collection) hundreds of people skip school or work
to get first dibs. They release limited amounts of new collections and designs at specific timings. After the
drop is done and the items are sold out, the items are never restocked and thus gone forever. What makes
people want to buy Supreme is the competitive, social aspect – to be able to go out in public and feel like
you’re less likely to be wearing clothes that everyone else is wearing. When the Louis Vuitton X Supreme
collab dropped, people queued for days to get in and bought as many as they were allowed. Most of the
people in line are there simply to resell the items. Despite all this craziness, the demand for Supreme products is still there and it’s not looking to slow down anytime soon.

Figure 3. Supreme Fall/Winter 2017 Collection
Source: https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-qS2CuuNjOds/WZGXETmKzQI/AAAAAAAAA3k/6B93tGfJBtk4r8IkSJuij3jk5KJsWYeQCLcBGAs/s1600/header.jpg

Alessandro Michele, Gucci’s creative director since January 2015, has been the key to giving Gucci a strong
new identity, and its bright, elaborate looks have expanded the brand’s following particularly among younger
customers. Michele entirely redefined what Gucci could represent, working in the very contemporary idiom
of eclecticism with a vintage approach, along with accessories that he likens to the relics of saints. He is
using vintage pieces as inspirational starting points, and many prints are taken from antique textiles. The
flora and fauna motifs, along with the sense of handicraft are what he tries to weave into all his collections.
The brand, the biggest in French luxury group Kering, has been revamped with a new style over the past
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two years under Michele. A/W18 collection staged his show in a brutal, overlit surgical theatre. One model
sprouted sheep horns, another carried a baby dragon, and another, most alarmingly, toted a „human” head.

Figure 4. Gucci Fall/Winter 2018/2019 Collection
Source: https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-JjEepKwKBgY/WpJaDXCeeoI/AAAAAAABogI/4nAeYRRCB9ARzSMnENy_0iphtQ14oFWwg
CLcBGAs/s1600/Gucci_Collage_Fotor_Collage_2.jpg

CONCLUSION
Clothing serves many purposes: it protects the wearer from the elements by enhancing safety; it protects
by providing a barrier between the skin and the environment; it can insulate against cold or hot conditions;
it can provide a hygienic barrier... Wearing clothes is also a social norm. It may also function as a form of
adornment and an expression of personal taste or style... Finally, it is possible to conclude that clothing
expresses a lot about the user. However, it is intuitive to think of clothing as mere covering, or the means
by which we project our image to other people, beacuse clothes can influence ourselves too.
An array of psychological surveys that have been reviewed in this article have revealed the true impact of
clothing choices on the way in which we perceive and judge each other and ourselves. The research method
underlying data processing in this paper implies a systematic and analytical review of the literature concerning
the psychology of clothing. The databases that were searched are mainly journals and magazines (60),
books (17) and conference papers (2). The period involved in the analysis is the period from 1959 to 2018.
A statistical method was based on the principle of impartial presentation of the collected published data.
This review has attempted to define and explain the nature of the psychology behind clothing. In order to
do this, it has had to investigate meaning and communication and explain what sort of meaning fashion
has and what sort of communication it can accomplish. Meaning and communication have been explained
in terms of colors in clothing psychology, the socio-psycological impact of clothing, and gender (in)equality
regarding clothing. Color is critical to creating attractiveness or unattractiveness. It is also a critical cue for
sexual signaling. In today’s society both genders use color to enhance their visual and aesthetic appearance. The use of color has become an important communication tool. People use clothing color to express
of who they are, how they feel and what they believe; to express their social identity, emotions, self-image,
and esthetic tastes. Since fashion and clothing are culturally considered to be feminised, studies on men’s
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fashion are limited. The days when skirts were just for women and trousers were just for men are gone
long time ago, gender no longer dictates the way people dress. It is important that we understand the
significance of clothing choices regardless of gender, since clothing is influenced by our identity, attitude,
and mood. Whether you are male or female, your fashion choices can affect both self image, and the way
in which people behave towards you.
This article provided an overview of the development of interdisciplinary field of fashion design and
psychology, it clarified the role that clothing has in psychological and sociological practice, and finally it
provided a comprehensive list of theoretical approaches that show how clothing choices affect, reflect and
express something about the user and ourselves.
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